NDA EDUCATION COMMITTEE MINUTES
16th October 2019. MRDC, St Peter Mancroft Norwich.

Present

Nikki Thomas, Simon Smith, Sue Morton, Betty Baines, Ian Grandfield, Katie
Wright, Judy Farrimond, Martin Farrimond, Richard Turk.

Apologies

Paul Cubitt, Tim Farnham, Bridget Yates, Aaron Hall, Dawn Pullan

1. Welcome. Simon Smith opened the meeting

2. Matters Arising. The minutes were circulated prior to the meeting. Sue Morton
expressed her sadness at the lack of support shown to the grant request from MRDC for
funding from the Education Committee, this was covered again later in the meeting. It
was felt that there was support but that the application received needed more clarity.

3. Update on training events, North, South, East and West. Sue reported that there had
been a raising and lowering workshop, the monthly Surprise Practices were now being
held at Hethersett and being led by Mark Larner. As Ringing Master, she was running
open practices during a towers normal weekly practice, these were not tailored for a
specific group and were proving popular.
Ian Grandfield reported that nothing had been arranged in the Southern Branch and that
learners were moving from Plain Bob to Grandsire and Reverse Canterbury
Judy Farrimond reported that in the Eastern Branch it was planned to arrange another
beginners practice and that the two Novice Twelve bell practices had been successful
and that they had many benefits including bell control, listening, opportunities to ring
different weights of bells. There were more learners at the beginner’s practices than at
the standard meetings.
Judy reminded the meeting that at Standing Committee it was agreed that if there is a
regular event arranged as an Association event that should stays be damaged the
replacement costs could be claimed for the Education Fund.
The Western Branch has been holding Association Events at Gressenhall, these are the
Doubles practice and the Minor Methods practice, both are well attended and thanks to
Tim Farnham and Mark Hibbard for arranging these. The Western Branch recently held a
striking competition at which 8 towers participated.

4. ART Learning the Ropes. Successful event with much positive feedback, there is a
second ART Festival planned again in Norwich on 8th August 2020 with early talks of a
national ART event centred around Ringing for That Special Occasion. This is planned for
early in 2020.
5. The Ringing Festival 28th September 2019 – Update. A successful well attended day with
three branches taking part. Elisabeth Spry has sent a letter to the towers of the Southern
Branch outlining how much she enjoyed the day and to try and encourage support for
future events. Discussion held as to the merits of retaining the event at South Walsham
or move it to a new location. Ideas including holding a poll on Facebook to ask the
members and approach the existing organisers as to how they feel. It works at South
Walsham so that needs to be considered too

6. Junior Ringing. There are Junior Ringing Events to be held in October half term and
during the Christmas Holidays. There are also plans in the early stage for a regular Junior
Ringing Practice to be held at MRDC.
7. Newsletters. Following on from Standing Committee, Anne Tansley Thomas has come
forward and is happy to produce a newsletter that would contain information on the
aims and purpose of the NDA and how to apply for grant funding. This could be added to
the website and circulated throughout the diocese. It would be in addition to the branch
newsletters produced in the North, East and Western branches.
8. Any Other Business. Martin spoke about the relationship between the NDA and MRDC
regarding possible funding stating that this would need to be looked at in a different
way to other funding that the NDA has agreed to in the past. MRDC will need ongoing
support to continue and if the NDA is to offer support it would need to see a business
plan, details of current costs and where income is coming from. It is hoped that an
application can be seen at the next meeting for consideration. Discussion went on to
other ways that MRDC could raise funds through Supporters scheme, regular monthly
donations or a voluntary increase in NDA subscriptions.
9. Date of Next Meeting. 29th January 2020. 7pm at The Green, North Burlingham.

